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Tips for cooking on Thanksgiving
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First-time Thanksgiving chefs and
kitchen veterans alike may benefit
from a few helpful instructions offered up by the Sinclair Culinary Arts
Department.
Derek Allen, interim chairperson
for Hospitality Management, tourism
and culinary arts and Frank Leibold,
associate professor and certified
executive chef, discussed the following ways to practice sanitation on
Thanksgiving Day, food preparation
and thrifty ways to make sure your
Thanksgiving meal can be purchased
under budget.
Tips continued on pg. 3
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(Top) Culinary Department students cooking and baking Thanksgiving dinner in Building 13. (Bottom left) Mathew F. preparing to bake
bread. (Bottom right) examples of baked goods that had been baked by the students of Sinclair's Culinary Department.

Collegiate Shooting Sports Club
Mike Huson

If you have ever wanted to know
how to make a wise choice, Carolyn
Gunn may be able to help.
On Tuesday, Nov. 27, Gunn, an
academic counselor and coach at
Sinclair Community College, will
be speaking to students about the
importance of making thoughtful
decisions and the pitfalls with making bad decisions in the Sinclair Talks
presentation “Making Wise Choices.”
The message Gunn will have for
those in attendance is simple.
“Think before you act,” Gunn said.
“When I share my story, they [students] see how it can be done.”
Gunn’s story serves as an example
for students. Two weeks before
she left for college at Central State
University in 1980, Gunn agreed to
move in with and marry the man she
had been dating. As a result, Gunn’s
grades floundered and her education
was put on hold. She did not earn her
bachelor’s degree until 2000.
Now, she is armed with her second
master’s degree – her first coming
from Central Michigan University,
the second from Wright State University, in Student Affairs and Higher
Education – Gunn has completed one
semester of her doctorate program at
the University of Dayton last August.
Wise continued on pg. 3
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The new and emerging Collegiate
Shooting Sports Club at Sinclair Community College is setting its sights on
gun safety and camaraderie.
Emily Sims, a second-year Exercise
Science student and Student Ambassador said that the primary focus of the
club is to promote gun safety awareness
and to further develop proper firearm
usage, competitions and scholarship
opportunities.
She said that the idea to start the club
sprung from a conversation with fellow
students who wanted to go out to a
shooting range together.
Sims hopes to get several gun safety
speakers to speak to the group and
she already has a few leads on possible
speakers who are certified by the National Rifle Association (NRA).
She said that she hopes the club will
bring students together through learning, building awareness of the benefits of
being NRA certified, assisting students
in marksmen competitions and the
subsequent scholarship opportunities to
four-year universities that have firearm
programs.
Sims expects that club members
would meet biweekly, usually gathering
every other Saturday to shoot and socialize at Miami Valley Shooting Range.
Students will be able to bring their
own firearms or they can rent from
Miami Valley Shooting Range, but not
all firearms are permitted. Automatic or
semi-automatic weapons are prohibited.
"They are not toys," Sims said. "They
are something we use in a sport. They're
not play items."
Along with handguns and rifles, the
club will also include archery.
Sims said there is the possibility of
earning scholarships to four-year univer-
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Emily Sims is the president of the Collegiate Shooting Sports Club.

sities that also have firearm programs.
Collaborating with other universities is
one of the club's objectives.
Sims said that other plans include not
just entering competitions, but also going on camping trips to further connect
ing students.
The club has 20 members, but
with more students in the process of
registering, Sims expects as many as 50
members to eventually join.
The club requires a $15 monthly payment and that student members are in
good standing with a 2.0 GPA.
Sims said that students, even nonmembers, are welcome to visit or tag
along on trips to the shooting range.
"If you were passionate about shooting sports or you just wanted to be in
one club that you thought would be
fun," said Sims, “it gives you the opportunity to come out and meet a lot
of people in the club. Even in competitions, you're still meeting and building
relationships with other students, and
that's something that's going to help you
down the road."
The club will be taking shape over the
next two weeks, and Sims expects the
first official meeting to be held just after
the semester break in January.
Students who are interested in the
Collegiate Shooting Sports Club are
invited to visit the Student Leadership
office in Building 8, Room 025, email
Sims at emily.sims@my.sinclair.edu or
attend a club meeting.

The National Society of Leadership and Success and the Brite Signal
Alliance Club are joining forces to
benefit the community.
From now until Dec. 14, they
will be taking donations of blankets, clothing and toys to distribute
around Dayton, based on need.
“It’s actually a blanket, clothing and
toy drive,” Frank Browning, National
Society of Leadership and Success
president said. “We thought just
blankets wasn’t enough, so we went
with the rest.”
As of right now, they have one bin
available in the Student Leadership
Development office in Building 8,
but they are hoping to place up to five
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The National Society of Leadership and Success and the Brite Signal Alliance Club will be
hosting a blanket, clothing and toy drive until Dec.14.

more around campus. Once they are
placed, they will have the National
Society of Leadership and Success
and Brite Signal Alliance Club emblems on them.
Browning said he wants to keep
the donations local because there are
people in the community struggling.
“We know for a fact that we don’t

want it to go national, because we
want to help the local Dayton communities — since we’re all at Sinclair
and Sinclair’s a part of Dayton,”
Browning said. “I think right here, it
needs the most help. A lot of people
are struggling and it’s up to us to help
them.”
Blankets continued on pg. 3

Transgender Day of Remembrance
Whitney Vickers
News Editor

clarion@sinclair.edu

The Brite Signal Alliance Club will host its annual
Transgender Day of Remembrance to honor transgendered individuals whom have lost their lives to due to
violent discrimination and bullying over the past year.
“Most of the individuals that pass away are due to
extreme violence and the list of names we read off, [are]
accompanied by their picture… it actually gives the name
of the individual, if it’s known, the date they were killed
and a brief description on how they were killed,” Josh “G2”
Estepp, Brite Signal Alliance Club president said.
Remembrance day will take place on Nov. 21 in Building 14 Room 130 at 5 p.m., starting with a potluck dinner
and a documentary called “Trans.”
Afterward, attendees will have the opportunity to ask
direct questions to a panel of individuals of various sexual
orientations, such as openly gay, openly pansexual, openly
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Vice President Myekale Novy and President Josh "G2" Estepp
hope to end discrimination toward all sexual orientations.

transgendered and a straight ally.
“By bringing this to the light, we are showing that
violence does happen and this is why — because people
don’t understand," G2 said. “We hope to educate people
and prevent violence from happening in the future.”
A candlelight ceremony will follow outside of Building 7,
where openly transgendered student Denise Maltbie will
read a list of names of transgendered individuals whose lives
were lost due to discrimination last year.
Remembrance continued on pg. 3
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campus calendar
Nov. 20

Dec. 1

Nov. 20

Dec. 2

Nov. 26

Dec. 3

Nov. 27

Dec. 7

• Sinclair Talks:
Face the Fears
Building 2 Room 234, Noon to 1 p.m.
• Jazz Ensemble Concert
Blair Hall Theatre, 7:30 p.m.

• Sinclair Women's & Men's Basketball
Game vs.Southern State CC (OH)
Gymnasium in Building 8, 2 & 4 p.m.
• Concert Band performance
Blair Hall Theatre, 2 p.m.

• Sinclair Women's & Men's Basketball
Game vs. Cedarville University JV (OH)
Gymnasium in Building 8, 5:30 & 7:30 p.m.
• Sinclair Talks:
Making Wise Decisions
Building 2 Room 234, Noon to 1 p.m.

• Sinclair Women's & Men's Basketball
Game vs.Wittenberg University JV (OH)
Gymnasium in Building 8, 5:30 & 7:30 p.m.
• Last day of traditional instruction

Dec. 10-16

• Evaluation week

Nov. 28

• Sinclair Talks:
Top 10 Reasons to see your
Academic Advisor
Building 7 Lower Level Room 021
Noon to 1 p.m.

Nov. 28

• Sinclair Men's Basketball Game vs.
Tiffin University JV (OH)
Gymnasium in Building 8, 7 p.m.

Dec. 16

• Last day of fall semester & B-Term

Dec. 21

• Last day for Spring Semester
on-time registration

Dec. 22

• Sinclair Men's Basketball Game vs.
Wright State University - Lake (OH)
Gymnasium in Building 8, 3 p.m.

Learn Thai massage between semesters!
Half price with partner! Certification in 10 days.
Be self employed!
Level I: Dec. 17-21, 2012
Level II: Dec. 31- Jan. 4, 2012
www.theyogastudio.us
937-299-7756
(30 NCBTMB Continuing Ed. Hours For LMTs)

'the Clarion' does not necessarily endorse any paid advertisement. We do not
investigate nor accept responsibility for the truth or accuracy of any statement made
by the advertiser in any ads. Deadline for placing a classified ad is Monday at
noon from for the following Tuesday's issue. Classified ads may be submitted at 'the
Clarion' in Room 8027.

FROM THE 11/13 ISSUE:

It is the Clarion's policy to correct all errors. If you notice any errors in the Clarion
newspaper, please contact us through e-mail at clarion@sinclair.edu or by phone at
(937)-512-2744. Write "Correction" in the subject line of the email. All corrections will
appear in this space.

weekly crossword

weekly sudoku
The objective of the game
is to fill all the blank squares
in a game with the correct
numbers. There are three very
simple constraints to follow.
In a 9 by 9 square Sudoku
game:
• Every row of 9 numbers
must include all digits 1
through 9 in any order.
• Every column of 9 numbers
must include all digits 1
through 9 in any order.
• Every 3 by 3 subsection of
the 9 by 9 square must include all digits 1 through 9.
Every Sudoku game begins
with some squares already
filled in, and the difficulty of
each game is due to how
many squares are filled in.
The more squares that are
known, the easier it is to figure out which numbers go in
the open squares. As you fill
in squares correctly, options
for the remaining squares are
narrowed and it becomes
easier to fill them in.

Sudoku Tips: Start by
looking for numbers that
occur frequently in the initial
puzzle. For example, say you
have a lot of 5’s in the initial
puzzle. Look for the 3x3 box
where there is no 5. Look
for 5’s in other rows and
columns that can help you
eliminate where the 5 might
go in that box. If there is a
5 in column’s 1 and 2, then

Across

there can’t be a 5 anywhere
else in either of those
columns. You know then that
whatever leftmost 3x3 box
that is missing a 5 must have
it go in column 3. If you can
eliminate all the possibilities in
that box except for 1 square,
you’ve got it down!

1 Early sunscreen ingredient
5 "Let's get goin'!"
9 Put __ act
13 Tater
14 Hard to believe
15 Wine quality
16 Campground sound #1
19 Devilish toon
20 Maine-et-Loire mate
21 In-crowds
23 Campground sound #2
27 Curt refusal
29 Hot time in Maine-et-Loire
30 Renaissance painter __ Angelico
31 Like a spot in "Macbeth"
33 Pac-12 team
35 "Pretty Woman" co-songwriter
37 Some comedy sketches
42 Nov. voting time
44 Streaker in a shower
45 Remote power sources
48 City near Yorba Linda
50 Track contests
51 Campground sound #3
55 "Honor Thy Father" author
56 Sargasso Sea spawner
57 Forest's 2006 Oscar-winning role
60 Campground sound #4
64 "__ baby!"
65 Swimmer with pups
66 POTUS backup
67 Hightail it
68 Pays (for)
69 West Point team

Down

1 Subtle "Over here ..."
2 Polynesian capital
3 WWII German missile nickname
4 Log shaper
5 Mount Everest?
6 Capital on the island of Luzon
7 Texter's "Holy cow!"
8 Mario Brothers console
9 16 oz.
10 Jordin Sparks/Chris Brown song
covered on "Glee"
11 Desires from
12 "Iliad" wise man
17 Blood typing, e.g.
18 Wrestling pair

22 Calypso offshoot
24 Years in old Rome
25 Chit
26 Crunch source
27 Promise before a parson
28 Hawk's cause
32 British travel feature, in the past?
34 Clean and then some
36 Philip __: 16th-century Italian saint
38 __-Tass
39 Pass target
40 Fair-hiring abbr.
41 Many AARP mems.
43 Rep. counterpart
45 Play a part, or play part
46 Genesis mountain
47 Heel-click follower
49 Dating stumbling block, perhaps
52 Jai alai basket

Answers on page 5

53 Pollux or Arcturus, to an astronomer
54 Brings down
58 Judge
59 Cosby/Culp TV series
61 www access
62 Revivalist's prefix
63 Actress Gardner

Answers on page 5
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Making a wise choice Black Friday Grandma
Wise continued from front

Though she was sidelined due to a surgical procedure, Gunn
pursued her interest in
real estate in April and
has since earned her
real estate license.
“There were a lot
of wise choices that
I could have made
during that time that
I didn’t make,” Gunn
said. “If you’re in school
and you’re not married,
let that [marriage] sit
on the back-burner.
That’s a wise choice
you should make. Put
school first because I

didn’t. That was not a
wise choice.”
Gunn defines a “wise
choice” as “making the
best decision out of the
options that are available to you.”
However, beyond
just making the correct
choice, Gunn believes
factors such as staying
motivated and believing in yourself are vital
to success.
“You have to walk the
walk and talk the talk,”
Gunn said. “It doesn’t
even hurt to dress like
you are already in that

role. Learn the lingo.
That will keep you motivated. For whatever
barriers and obstacles
that get in your way and
your success, you need
to have a plan. Always
plan ahead.”
Speaking alongside Gunn will be Dr.
Michelle Chinoda, an
academic coach and
counselor at Sinclair.
Gunn’s “Wise
Choices” talk will be
held at 12 p.m. in the
Library Loggia located
in Building 7.

Blankets, toys and clothing drive
Donations continued from front

The details of how the donations
will be distributed have not been
worked out yet, but the focus has
always been clear.
“We really wanted to help out the
needy children of Dayton and their
families,” Browning said. “And that’s
really the main purpose of this drive.”
Browning asks that donors wrap
clothing and toys before giving them
to the drive, to prevent the spread of
bedbugs.
“[It’s] an organization and a club
working together to promote the
common good of the people,” Browning said.
There is no set number of how
many people they will help, but they
are hoping to help as many as they
can.

Reporter

clarion@sinclair.edu

C o m m e n ta r y
Early mornings, large
crowds and extra coffee
are some of the things that
come to mind when Black
Friday is involved. Add the
attitudes of people who are only awake because they have
been forced, the large crowds turning violent because of
the wait in line and the act of getting coffee becoming a
life-or-death situation —and you have an equation of
Walmart becomes on Black Friday.
I had just started working in the produce department at
Walmart around Black Friday last year and I sadly know
from experience — when your manager tells you to guard
something — even if it is in the produce department and
has nothing to do with fruits or vegetables — they mean it.
One of my specific jobs last year on Black Friday was to
make sure that the overflowing cart full of discounted $1
DVDs put in my department remained untouched while,
my manager assured me that he would be back in only 10
minutes.
My first thought was that it would be an easy job.
Customers weren’t really in the produce department and I
could just stand there and continue to stock peaches.
Or not.
About five seconds later an older woman, in about her
mid-60s, came up to the cart and started pushing it as

if it were her own. Imagine the look on my face when I
glanced over my shoulder and saw her doing this.
First of all I thought – where did she even come from?
And second, that cup of coffee she has is about to spill all
over the DVDs and that is going to suck when I have to
clean it up.
I can tell you now that trying to politely tell this woman
that she could not just take that cartful of the $1 movies
completely for herself with two peaches in hand was not a
thrilling experience.
After telling this woman that she could not take the cart
of DVDs, she looked me straight in the eye for about 10
seconds before pushing the cart again – mumbling under
her breath, “Stupid kids.”
At the time I had no idea if this woman was a serious
DVD hoarder or if she was planning on attacking me with
her coffee if I did not give her what she wanted. I took my
chances with her and once again told her that she could
not take the cart of DVDs.
At about this point, my manager was walking back
towards my department and started laughing. The woman
who looked up and saw him, quickly grabbed a Tom and
Jerry DVD and left.
“If you are being out-smarted by a grandma, I don’t even
know what to say to you,” he said.
So this year, on the infamous Black Friday, I plan to
stock my peaches with pride and let any old woman get
her Tom and Jerry fix if she wants. After all, it isn’t my
problem if $1 DVDs are too tempting.

Sinclair offers holiday cooking tips
Tips continued from front
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Frank Browning is the National Society of
Leadership and Success at Sinclair.

“I want to at least help out a lot of
families,” Browning said. “Hopefully
over 100 people.”

A Day of Remembrance
Remembrance continued from front

Maltbie has read the names in past
years and said it’s always hard to get
through without breaking down. She
said that this year will be the hardest
because the list is longer than it has
been in the past.
“What hits me the most about the
names is those… lives have been
extinguished,” Maltbie said in a
phone interview. “[They] could have
changed the world.”
G2 said that while the names are
read, pictures of the individuals will
be projected onto the side of Building
7 and Myekale Novy, Brite Signals
vice president, will sing.
The entire event is expected to last

Jennifer Franer

November 20, 2012

until about 9:30 p.m.
“The point is to remember those
that have passed away to acts of
discrimination and hatred, but it’s
more than that,” G2 said. “It’s showing that violence happens because
individuals are ignorant. And when I
say ignorant, individuals have a lack
of knowledge about a subject and
ignorance leads to violence – because
if you’re ignorant about something,
you don’t know about it and if you
don’t understand something, humans
tend to fear the unknown and that
fear leads to hatred and that hatred
leads to violence.”

the Clarion is searching for an

»» Must be proficient in WordPress
»» Must have knowledge of HTML & CSS
»» Currently have a 2.0 GPA or above
»» Must be able to work well in a team environement
»» Hourly Wage

Applications for this position are on the door at
the Clarion office at 8027.

Sanitation and cleanliness
• Buy some sort of thermometer. It
can be a digital or stem thermometer
to measure the internal temperature
of the turkey.
• Make sure the turkey’s internal
temperature reaches 165 degrees for
at least 15 seconds. The center is the
thickest part of the turkey. By bringing the bird’s internal temperature up
to 165 degrees, any bacteria inside the
turkey will go from the lag phase to
the death phase during this time.
• Do not leave food items sitting
out on the counter or table at room
temperature for over four hours. According to the National Restaurant
Association’s ServSafe program, any
food that sets for four hours, between
41 and 135 degrees, is considered in
the temperature danger zone. The
rapid danger zone is between 70 and
125 degrees, which is considered the
“dead center” or room temperature.
When food sits too long in the rapid
danger zone, bacteria can quadruple
or even sextuple in size every 20
minutes.
• The best way to preserve Thanksgiving leftovers is to keep track of the
time that the food stays out [of the
refrigerator], separate it and place the
food into smallwares such as plastic
Tupperware containers.
• Always use plastic wrap instead
of tin foil when covering leftovers. Remembering the acronym FATTOM
can help. Bacteria needs six items to
grow: Food, neutral acidity, proper
time (four hours), proper temperature (the temperature danger zone),
oxygen and moisture. The more letters you can remove from FATTOM,
the less bacteria growth you will have.
• When wrapping a square object
in plastic wrap, start by wrapping
the item vertically, then horizontally,
making sure to cover both the top
and the bottom of the dish. If you are
attempting to wrap a turkey that has
not been cut apart, wrap the turkey in
a star-shaped pattern.
• Five at-risk populations that
could be most affected by food
bacteria are school-aged children,
the elderly, pregnant women, people
on medications and people who
are chronically ill. These particular
groups of people are more susceptible
to food borne illnesses because their
immune systems are weaker.
• Do not attempt to thaw potentially hazardous food materials on
the counter. Some of the food will
be in the temperature danger zone.
Instead, thaw food under cold run-

Derek Allen discusses the quality of pies with a Senior Chef.

Culinary students preparing breads in Building 13's kitchen.

ning water. Make sure that if you are
choosing to thaw food in the microwave, you are cooking the food immediately afterwards, since thawing
food in the microwave partially cooks
it during the thawing process.
Food preparation
• The giblets of the turkey, which
include the heart, liver, gizzard and
visceral organs, can be made into
giblet gravy. The giblets can also be
turned into a stock when combined
with water and herbs.
• You should not cook a turkey
with the stuffing inside. Make stuffing the night before, then place the
stuffing inside of your turkey and
cook both items together, the temperature of the stuffing may only reach
about 115 degrees, which is not hot
enough to kill food-borne pathogens.
Unless the stuffing’s temperature is
above 165 degrees, you may run the
risk of poisoning yourself.
• The four most common ways to
prepare a turkey include deep frying,
roasting, smoking and using a turkey
bag. When deep-frying a turkey,
perform the frying outside, due to
the inherent risk of explosions while

photo contributed by Patrick McCauley
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Derek Allen is the interim chair of the Hospitality Management, Tourism and Culinary
Arts Department at Sinclair.

using propane gas. The smoking
method, an indirect cooking method,
takes the longest (six to 10 hours),
while the traditional roasting method
is considered the easiest.
• Most people overbuy on turkey.
As a general guideline, you only need
between 12 to 16 ounces of turkey
per guest, including bones. You also
need to plan your time. The larger the
turkey, the more time you will need
for preparation.
With these tips, Allen and Liebold
hope you will enjoy your Thanksgiving meal safely, and affordably.
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Former Sinclair player begins Sinclair’s Thobe brings
home
multiple
awards
basketball coaching career
Jennifer Franer

Giustino Bovenzi

clarion@sinclair.edu

clarion@sinclair.edu

Former Sinclair basketball player
Danielle Forrer is now an assistant
coach aside Sinclair women’s Basketball head coach Jeff Dillon.
“Danielle has been a tremendous
player for two years,” Dillon said.
“We are thankful to have her.”
Forrer was optimistic about
playing for the University of Dayton this fall after earning a spot as
a walk-on. However, after playing
for the summer and part of the fall
season, Forrer found herself having
to make a tough choice. Her credits
from Sinclair did not transfer to the
University Dayton completely and
she found herself falling behind.
“Making the decision not to play
was extremely hard for me,” Forrer
said. “I was behind in my major and I
had to make a decision.”
Forrer said that she did not want to
let anyone down and have her family
or Dillon view her as a quitter.
“I had no idea what I was supposed
to do,” Forrer said. “I obviously love
the game and wanted to continue,
because playing for UD is one of the
best experiences I could ever have.”
Forrer’s family and Dillon are
primarily the ones who helped her
become confident with the choice
not to play this season.

After high school, Jessica Thobe
wasn’t sure if she wanted to continue
playing volleyball at an organized team
level anymore.
But a year away from the game and
now a full season in the books for the
Sinclair Community College women’s
volleyball team, Thobe has been
named as a National Junior College
Athletic Association All-American,
District XXII All-Region, Ohio Community College Athletic Association
Conference Player of the Year and first
team All-Conference.
“It’s definitely an honor that people
see me as a good player,” Thobe said. “I
worked hard so it’s nice [to receive the
recognition]. ”
She didn’t expect to come back and
have this successful of a season right
away.
“I’ve been taught well and coached
well, so that definitely helps,” she said.
Thobe finished the year #1 in kills
per set (4.72) in the NJCAA Division
II, totaling 598 for the entire year.
“[Stats] are good, but its whatever,”
she said. “I’m just out there to play.”
She said her family was also very
excited to hear the news and that they
were proud of her accomplishments on
the court.
Thobe, a graduate from Lehman
High School and Sign Language major
at Sinclair, said she was excited to hear
the news of winning the awards, but is
even more excited to see how her team
can grow heading into next season.
“I know that we’re going to progress
more next year,” Thobe said. “I’m really
looking forward to next year.”
The team will return five players next
season, including the All-American
selection. She said she was excited to
see who her coach can bring in to help
build the program.

Reporter

Editor
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Danielle Forrer (13), a former Sinclair basketball player, is now working as an assistant
coach for the women's basketball team.

“Coach Dillon had nothing negative to say about it. He was so uplifting and really believed I had made
the right decision,” Forrer said. “I was
looking ahead at my future.”
Forrer believes that she made the
right choice.
“Everyone I have talked to has
told me that the decision I made was
very mature,” Forrer said. “Although,
they are sad they can't watch me play
anymore. In the end it is the degree
that counts.”
Forrer has now started her role as
the assistant coach for the women’s
basketball team at Sinclair and is
glad that she did not have to give up a
passion that she's had since third-

grade.
“Always give 110 percent,” Forrer
said. “If you are not willing to work
hard, it won't get you very far.”
Dillon said Forrer has a real desire
to succeed and use her experiences
to help the players.
“We have a young team this year
and are looking forward to the
season,” Dillon said. “Our main goal
is to help [the players] along the way
and impact them.”
The team lost their home opener
against the University of Cincinnati
– Clermont 78-60. Sinclair sophomore forward Riley Weng had 18
points and 13 rebounds in the loss.

Basketball seasons in full swing
2012-2013 sinclair men's basketball schedule
Date of Game
Sat. Nov. 24
Mon. Nov. 26
Wed. Nov. 28
Sat. Dec. 1
Mon. Dec. 3
Sat. Dec. 8
TBA in Dec.
Sat. Dec. 22
Thur. Dec. 27
Thur. Jan. 3
Sat. Jan. 5
Wed. Jan. 9
Sat. Jan. 12
Mon. Jan. 14
Sat. Jan. 19
Wed. Jan. 23
Sat. Jan. 26
Wed. Jan. 30
Sat. Feb. 2
Sat. Feb. 9
Wed. Feb. 13
Sat. Feb. 16
Wed. Feb. 20
Sat. Feb. 23
Sat. Mar. 2
Tue. Mar. 5

Opponent
Clark State Community College (OH)
Cedarville University JV (OH)
Tiffin University JV (OH)
Southern State Community College (OH)
Wittenberg University JV (OH)
Vincennes University (IN)
Georgetown University Club Team
Wright State University–Lake (OH)
Ohio University–Chillicothe (OH)
Clark State Community College (OH)
Wright Patterson Air Force Base (OH)
Ivy Tech College (IN)
Owens Community College (OH)
Ohio State Univ.–Lima (OH)
Columbus State Community College (OH)
Edison Community College (OH)
Lakeland Community College (OH)
Cincinnati State Community College (OH)
Cuyahoga-Metro Community College (OH)
Owens Community College (OH)
Edison Community College (OH)
Columbus State Community College (OH)
Cincinnati State Community College (OH)
Cuyahoga-Metro Community College (OH)
Lakeland Community College (OH)
NJCAA District 7 Tournament

Location
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
TBA

Time of Game
3:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
TBA
3:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
TBA

Photo by Giustino Bovenzi

Sinclair's Jessica Thobe is the OCCAC
Player of the Year and NJCAA All-American.

In addition to all of the regular season awards, she was voted and ranked
second out of seven players for the
All-Tournament team in the NJCAA
District F Tournament.
Her team finished the year with an
overall record of 32-7, placing third in
the OCAAC and third in the NJCAA
District F Tournament — narrowly
missing out on a chance to play in the
NJCAA National Tournament.
“I think we hoped to make it a little
bit farther than we did — but injuries
happen,” Thobe said. “I think we we’re
pretty pleased about where we ended
up.”
Sinclair head coach K.C. Gan said he
was proud of her play all year long and
hopes to continue to see her progress
as the staple of Sinclair’s offense.
“I am very proud to coach such an
outstanding player,” Gan said in his
end of season press release.
In addition, Thobe said she will be
returning to play for the Tartan Pride
next season.
“I’m really, really wanting to stay, just
because I had a really enjoyable year,”
Thobe said.
Now that her volleyball season is
over, Thobe will be training over the
winter and preparing to play softball
for Sinclair as well.

a
h

2012-2013 sinclair WOmen's basketball schedule
Date of Game
Sat. Nov. 24
Mon. Nov. 26
Sat. Dec. 1
Mon. Dec. 3
Tue. Dec. 11
Thur. Dec. 27
Thur. Jan. 3
Wed. Jan. 9
Sat. Jan. 12
Mon. Jan. 14
Sat. Jan. 19
Wed. Jan. 23
Sat. Jan. 26
Wed. Jan. 30
Sat. Feb. 2
Sat. Feb. 9
Wed. Feb. 13
Sat. Feb. 16
Wed. Feb. 20
Sat. Feb. 23
Sat. Mar. 2
Tue. Mar. 5

Opponent
Clark State Community College (OH)
Cedarville University JV (OH)
Southern State Community College (OH)
Wittenberg University JV (OH)
University of Cincinnati–Clermont (OH)
Ohio University–Chillicothe (OH)
Clark State Community College (OH)
Ivy Tech College (IN)
Owens Community College (OH)
Ohio State Univ.–Lima (OH)
Columbus State Community College (OH)
Edison Community College (OH)
Lakeland Community College (OH)
Cincinnati State Community College (OH)
Cuyahoga-Metro Community College (OH)
Owens Community College (OH)
Edison Community College (OH)
Columbus State Community College (OH)
Cincinnati State Community College (OH)
Cuyahoga-Metro Community College (OH)
Lakeland Community College (OH)
NJCAA District 7 Tournament

Location
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
TBA

Time of Game
1:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
TBA

All Photos by Giustino Bovenzi

NJCAA #1 RANKING
KILLS PER SET (4.72)

NJCAA #1 RANKING
POINTS PER SET (5.3)

NJCAA #4 RANKING
KILLS (538)

NJCAA #7 RANKING
POINTS (603.5)

NJCAA ALL AMERICAN SELECTION
DIVISION III

OCCAC PLAYER OF THE THE YEAR
OCCAC FIRST TEAM ALL CONFERENCE
ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
NJCAA DISTRICT F TOURNAMENT

ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
NJCAA DISTRICT F TOURNAMENT
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your voice
Does your family have a
Thanksgiving tradition?
Reporting & Photos by Maddie Fahlbusch

Michael Gratton

Business Management

“We try to have a family
meal with the turkey and
all the trimmings, that’s
our biggest tradition. Just
having one meal and everyone comes in.
Now here it is normally my wife and myself,
our three kids and their families. Everybody
else is out of state.”
Kannyqua Moon
Nursing

“Well usually me and my
family, we all get together
and meet at my aunt’s
house and we just have
Thanksgiving dinner together and we just sit
around and hang with each other as a family.”
Emily Grogean

Business Administration

“For Thanksgiving, my
family always goes up to
my grandparent’s house
and we meet with my
aunts and uncles and cousins and we always
have Thanksgiving dinner with them.”
Aime Boyd
Psychology

“We go to my grandfather
and grandmother’s house
and they cook a big dinner.
He lives out in Darke
County on a farm.”
Frank Chou

Electrical Engineering

“No, I don’t have a family
tradition. My family doesn’t
celebrate holidays.”
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When will the 'many' become 'one' again?
Bob Ray Sanders

Fort Worth Star-Telegram
(MCT)

If you have a dollar bill handy, take it out and
look at the back of it.
While I'm sure you've noticed the images
there before, I'd like you to study them a little
more carefully today, particularly focusing on
the right side of the currency. There you will see
the front side of the Great Seal of the United
States of America (the seal's reverse side is to the
left).
Depending on how good your eyesight is, you
might have some difficulty in discerning all the
detail in this green-tinted version of the seal, so
allow me to point out a few things.
The bald eagle, with its outspread wings,
figures most prominently. It bears a shield with
13 stripes, representing the 13 original states. In
its talons the eagle holds an olive branch on the
left and 13 arrows on the right. Above its head is
a cloud encircling a constellation made up of —
you guessed it — 13 stars.
It seems the founders were obsessed with
symbolizing the unity of those 13 states as the
new nation took its place among the older countries in the world. In case you've never counted
the steps to that bold pyramid on the reverse
side of the seal, they number 13.

But to drive the point home, that Great Seal,
the design of which began in 1776 and was
formally adopted by Congress in 1782, bears
a phrase that for generations was the unofficial
motto of the country. The eagle holds in its
mouth a scroll with the Latin words, "E pluribus
Unum" — "Out of many, one."
What a noble concept. I wonder now what
happened to it.
Where is that unity that the Founders espoused? Perhaps it never was consistently true,
since from the beginning the states had their differences and the political parties always fought
intensely. But there certainly have been many
times in our history when, despite our differences, the many became one and stood united.
Today, it seems that rather than coming together, we look for any excuse to remain divided,
often assigning labels to each other to further
define our differences instead of noting the similarities that make us uniquely American.
We have become red and blue states, liberals
and conservatives, right- or left-wingers and,
depending on who's doing the name-calling,
un-patriotic socialists, crazy supremacists or
frightened, bigoted isolationists.
Add to that confusion the racial, ethnic and
religious diversity that makes up this country
and we have, in the eyes of many, more distinct
lines of division, not a common people who can

stand together even in times of crises.
Yes, even in the name of God, there are individuals who proudly declare their superiority
over others while at the same time professing
their righteousness.
It's hard to believe, but some folks have decided that "E Pluribus Unum" is a controversial
phrase used by those who don't want to acknowledge the country's "official" motto chosen
by Congress in 1956 during the Cold War: "In
God We Trust." Apparently we can't discuss a
phrase emphasizing "unity" without it somehow
causing a rift.
I want to believe that we can be better than
what we've demonstrated in recent years, that
despite our differences and backgrounds we will
find ways to bridge the chasms that separate us. I
truly want to believe that.
To be honest, I have little hope.
Things won't change while we have political
leaders who exacerbate the division by agitating
their often confused, frightened and disillusioned constituents while preying on a system
that has adopted dysfunction as an acceptable
alternative to leadership.
I'm afraid they will keep on doing it until we,
the people, demand otherwise — until we again
truly embrace that theme: E pluribus Unum.

Do you trust the government with your computer?
Amy Payne

The Heritage Foundation
(MCT)

Do you trust the federal government to keep your personal data safe?
What about your business's records and trade secrets?
If you answered "no," you have good reason — the federal government
has had 13 breaches and failures of its own cyber-security just in the last
six months.
Yet President Obama and his allies in the Senate are pushing forward to
regulate America's cyber-doings, without any clues about how much this
will cost us or how it will work.
It's become the norm with this president — if Congress fails to accomplish his objectives, he goes around it with executive orders and federal
regulations. He's doing it again. Congress did not pass the Cyber-security
Act of 2012 before the election, so the president has issued a draft of an
executive order to put much of that legislation in place without lawmakers
voting.
Not to be left behind, though, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, DNevada, may try to get another vote on the bill before the end of the year
— some are saying as soon as this week.
If the idea of cyber-security — trying to secure all of the country's sensitive computer networks and data — sounds abstract, that's because it is.
It's so abstract, in fact, that the legislation and executive order our leaders
are pushing offer few details about what they would actually do, other than
piling more confusing regulations onto businesses.
When you think about it, the idea of the federal government trying to
be on the cutting edge of technological security is pretty laughable. As The

Heritage Foundation's David Inserra notes:
"Simply put, government regulations usually take 24–36 month to
complete, but the power of computers doubles every 18–24 months. This
means that any standards developed will be written for threats that are
two or three computer generations old."
A federal government that stays hopelessly behind the curve and can't
even secure its own networks doesn't exactly inspire confidence. But oh, it
can regulate!
President Obama's executive order would give multiple federal agencies
new power to regulate businesses. It would work much like Obamacare,
which passed with few details but gave agencies like Health and Human
Services a blank check to write regulations. One of the incentives it may
use to keep businesses in line is favoritism in awarding federal contracts
— businesses that met the government's cyber-security standards could
be moved to the head of the line.
According to Heritage Visiting Fellow Paul Rosenzweig, "this order will
likely be very significant and very costly while not providing important
cyber-security solutions, such as effective information sharing."
How much will it cost businesses to comply with all these new (yet
perpetually outdated) regulations? We don't know.
Will the standards be voluntary or mandatory? Also unknown.
Can companies share information about cyber-threats they have detected, with confidence that their sensitive information will be protected?
No guarantees.
With so many unanswered questions, the executive order — or the
legislation — would create massive headaches for businesses and could
hinder innovation. Just what the economy needs.
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